
We All Love Babbling! 
Calling for articles  

Dear teachers, 

As the Easter holiday is round the corner, will you have more spare time in hand? 

Do you have some thoughts or experiences to share? Is there somebody you want 

to appreciate? Please find time to write them down and send them to us.  
 

I am now preparing the third edition of the Babbling series to be named as We All 

Love Babbling. The first publication of the  series was in summer 2014. Then it was only a collection of 

my blog entries which were my reflections about life, the people I met and things happening around me 

etc. 
 

The second issue, Let’s Babble, has more than me as the writer. I invited teachers to contribute. They 

did. Their articles cover a wide spectrum of interesting topics. 
 

This time, I am extending my invitation to not just teachers but anybody who loves to write and share in 

English. In fact, I have collected several articles from my former students and friends! You can do the 

same. Invite your colleagues, friends or even students.  
 

The Babbling series are given away free-of-charge to schools for teachers and students to read in leisure 

or to use as materials for speaking and writing practice. These booklets have been quite well received. 

Around 3000 copies have already been given out.  
 

There are always moments in our everyday life when we see something, hear something and feel some 

strong sentiments! I choose to write them down and I am glad I have. Every time when I read Babbling 

or Let’s Babble, I feel happy that I have put those fleeting thoughts into writing because otherwise, they 

would have gone. 
 

Your articles do not have to be anything academic but must transmit positive messages as we aim to 

make the world more cheerful through our small efforts. The target audience ranges from young adults 

like our students to our colleagues. Each article is to be around 250 words. Please complement it with a 

relevant photo you have taken or royalty-free image. Please also include a few lines to introduce      

yourselves to our readers. 
 

Once your articles are included in We All Love Babbling, you will be given a token honourarium and 

one copy of the book for every article submitted. You are most welcome to send in multiple entries. Of 

course, we do reserve our editorial rights. 
 

Simply download and attach the submission form together with 

your article (s) and email to us at hkwto_2006@yahoo.com.hk.  
 

I am eagerly looking forward to reading your entries.  
       Pauline 
March 2018 
 



Submission for We All Love Babbling 

Personal Particulars 
*Please tick the appropriate box(es) 

Name:__________________________________     Status: □ Serving teacher       □ Retired teacher 

School:_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Classes taught:     □ P1-P3       □ P4-P6       □ S1-S3       □ S4-S6      □ Tertiary      □ Not applicable 

Name to be used if different from the above:________________________________________________ 

Short  biography written in the third person (to be printed as footer) 

About 50 words 

About 250 words 

Article 

 

Please attach the form when you e-mail your article to us at hkwto_2006@yahoo.com.hk  .                                                                                                         

**HKWTO reserves the editorial right. 


